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Abstract—In particular, the cloud computing that represents a revolution in Internet of 

Things (IoT), with its hype today, the service providers are facing various drawbacks like 

cyber threats, mobility support lacking and location-distribution.Fog-enabled IoT is a new 

paradigm that expands the architecture of cloud computing by providing services and 

resources on the edge of the network and also integrates with the Internet of Things. 

Fog/Edge computing has been proposed for tending to a portion of downsides, as at the edge 

of the networks it empowers the computing assets and offers big-data examination instead of 

transmitting them to the Cloud at local bases. A Cloud-like framework has been 

characterized for the Fog which is having comparative capacities, including software, 

platform and infrastructure-based-services. The distribution of Fog applications faces 

different security issues identified with virtualisation, monitoring of network, information 

assurance and assault identification. The communication of three layers i.e. Fog, IoT and 

cloudfor adequately executing large information examination and digital security 

applications has been explained in the given paperwhich recommends a foundational IoT-

Fog-Cloud engineering. It likewise surveys security barriers, arrangements and future 

research headings in the design. 
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 Introduction 
Web has assumed essential job today. Everything around us associated with internet with 

computerized personality. With the improvement of Internet Innovation, Internet of Things 

has gotten more significant piece of day by day human life.The Internet of Things has 

developed to digitize our day by day undertakings in different frameworks, for instance, 

smart homes, keen urban areas, smart industrial facilities and smart medicinal services [1]. 
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Long as Cloud frameworks offer high computational foundation, control, data bandwidth, 

software, stages and capacity, IoT applications coordinate with Cloud frameworks crosswise 

over system frameworks [2], [3]. IoT frameworks fuse the transmission of sign of sensors, 

actuators and administrations, which require high preparing resources for executing big -data 

investigation and cyber security applications. Regardless they experience the ill effects of the 

disadvantages of adaptability, where different set of information sources are gathered and 

investigated from the three layers of IoT, Fog and Cloud frameworks [1], [4], [5]. 

Cloud frameworks, in types of software, stages and infrastructure, would address the 

difficulties of adaptability and operability by giving administrations to clients and 

organizations[1], [6]. As it may, Cloud frameworks experience the ill effects of absence of 

mobility support, inactivity, awareness of locations and geo-distribution. The Fog/Edge 

standards have been anticipated to handle negative marks of Cloud-based systems which 

empower big-data investigation at the edge of the network [4]. The technology termed as 'Fog 

Computing' was authored by a company named OpenFog Consortium [1], [5]. It is an 

architecture which expands the principle elements of the Cloud to give services at the edge of 

a network system, and is a very virtualised design of the reserve pool. The Fog provides a 

decentralized foundation, where information is audited and examined between the customers 

and Cloud server centres. For impressively supporting data management systems, well-

situated to smear real-time and big-data analytic techniques. 

IoT consists of three issues.In the first place, heterogeneity is discussed in the aspects 

of different sensing, processing and storage components. Traditionally, only computers are 

linked to the Internet. Today, heterogeneous things around here with a digital identity are 

linked to the Internet.Second, scalability is the key solution for handling explosive growth in 

the IoT ecosystem. When you deploy the IoT system, remember the current and future needs 

of the system. Due to lacking scalability, IoT will not be accommodating future 

expansion.Develop a system for ease of expansion, Demand device durability, and Align 

network and device longevity are three key points for insuring scalability in IoT.Third, Under 

Interoperability, the various number of heterogeneous devices are working together to 

achieve a high level of goal in the IoT ecosystem. It is therefore the most essential need for 

IoT devices to interact with each other. For example,a laptop with WiFi enabled facilities 

cannot be automatically connected to a mobile phone with the Bluetooth enabled facility [20]. 

Because of various security related issues, the full-fledged security solutions are hard to 

implement under IoT environment. 
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Research studies under [4]–[9] suggested that Fog innovation shall be structured later 

on to provide an improved and reliable structure for taking care of the eternally increment of 

organizedutilizations and services.The writers in [1], [6], [9]-[11] has been recommended 

enormous techniques to deploy access control, security solutions, firewall, authentication and 

IDPS (Intrusion Detection and Prevention System) at layer named Fog. 

A Universal IoT-Fog-Cloud architecture has been proposed in this paper to improve 

the implementationbased on analytics of big-data and applications of cyber security. Security 

related challenges, threats in security, existing results in security and further research 

guidelines has been also discussed here.  

 

Literature Review 

Liu et.al has presented some cloud computing framework and furthermore breaks 

down cloud computing security issue. He proposed that solitary security can't be utilized to 

tackle the cloud security issue subsequently, numerous conventional and some new 

methodologies are required to utilize together to give the whole security in cloud [21]. 

Aderemiet.al have discussed security vulnerabilities falling under cloud computing 

and the possibilities that could be taken to perform homomorphic encryption, and mooted an 

encryption layer on the top of the encrypted data in the cloud[22]. 

Simarjeet Kaur et.al, contemplated the various information encryption systems that 

have been created by analysts throughout some last year’s[23]. It is ensured that critically 

important information is protected here at all times by the use of such secure techniques in 

cloud applications. 

Sang et.al[16] anticipated a framework for Fog, which is a context-aware framework. 

The designed framework bolsters various edge technologies, includes Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and 

LTE capabilities with the support to Software Defined Networks (SDN) and virtualization 

tools.It is additionally proposed to convey Airborne Fog frameworks, where air gadgets alike 

drones could be executed like Fog nodes to facilitate different implementations and a variety 

of facilities to the end-users [17]. 

[24] have been discussed about that,in fog computing platform and EU’s devices an 

Authentication is a crucial requirement. Insecure authentication, as foremost security concern 

under Fog computing has been identified. 

Azam et.al[13] has been proposed a methodwhich connects a smart communication and 

already processed data module for Cloud-IoT networks. To diminish the computational 
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overhead at the Cloud side, the given technique has been taken a combination of smart 

gateway with Fog computing technique. 

R.Nikam, et.al[25], instigated a novel approach called “Cloud Storage Security using Multi-

Factor Authentication”, To provide security to organizational data from intruders. This paper 

advises CP-ABE (Ciphertext-Policy – Attribute-Based Encryption and Multi-Factor 

Authentication (MFA) guarantees the sharing of data between peer organization to keep 

identity unspecified. Static username and passwords are also used to ensure initial level 

authentication followed by OTP based on Token (TOTP Algorithm) generator technique that 

is taken as authorizations for users.  

 

FOG Computing Systems 

Fog system description 

Fog computing is a decentralized computing framework wherein information, 

compute, storage and applications are found somewhere close to the information 

source and the cloud.The Fog worldview was firstlyanticipated by an organization 

named Cisco to turn into an architecture of Cloud frameworks which gives 

computation, storage and correspondence benefit between Cloud servers and customer 

systems [1], [5], [10]. The computation and data processing facilities has been 

activated by fog at the edge of the network. Which defines that it is a complimenting 

layer to the cloud computing system and also offers physical design of distributed 

architecture. In short it could be said that it is impossible to use fog computing 

without cloud computing. 

In 2016 under OpenFog Conglomerate, an Open Machine to Machine (OpenM2M) 

architecture is suggested to create link between IoT devices and Fog and other 

services [14].Under other [15] fog computing design has been proposed, which have 

designed various application interfaces to enable access through virtual machine for 

collecting important data at Fog nodes. 

IoT-Fog-Cloud’s Systemic Architecture 

  Fog computing is introduced to manage the restriction of Cloud Computing. For 

supporting Internet of Things Fog Computing came under lemon light. Fog computing 

hubs can process the information with highest priority that should be tended to right 

away. The Fog hubs are the nearest to IoT gadgets and procedure high prime concern. 
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The information produced by IoT devices have little emphases can be coordinated to 

cloud server for further examination and preparing. 

In Fig-1, a systemic design has been proposed for showing communication of Fog, 

IoT and cloud layers, Where Smart cities and Smart factories have been taken as 

example. Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is connected to industrial 

IoT actuators for publishing topics like measuring temperature and humidity. [1] 

Given architecture in Fig-1 allowing monitor, capture, filter, examine and exchange of 

data, which would save time and access recourses to deploy and run Bigdata analytics 

with security applications in cyber.   

On the other hand, Distributed architecture of fog could be used to enhance 

computational resources for big-data analytics at the edge of network infrastructure. 

The network elements like access points, router, hub, switches and set-top-boxes 

could be used to enhance the services.  

 

 

Fig1-Fog computing architecture and Cloud-IoT interaction 

IOT, FOG AND CLOUD SYSTEM’S APPLICATIONS 

 Fog computing benefits can used for different cloud and IoT based applications [18]. How 

the fog applications can be implemented for real time and at large scale is explained as 

below: 
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 SDN(Software Defined Networks): is a type of a network infrastructure that could be 

used by fog to bring about and handle control over the SDN communication layers. A 

tech named control unit has been executed to the server which is centralized and SDN 

nodes specified communication path [18]. 

 Smart Grid: has meters and microgrids fabricated at the edge of the technology of 

network to balance load of services. The smart grids have been supported by the fog 

to generate data from IOT designed network for storing data and other data mining 

applications. 

 Wireless Sensor network: are used to trail and sense variety of IoT based applications. 

The actuators are used to handle the network physically. The actuators can easily 

manage the performance while they accessed as fog appliances. 

 

CYBER SECURITY BASED CHALLENGES 

Meanwhile the devices based on Fog and IoT devices are connected with cloud, the network 

could be damaged by many cyber security threats. The reason behind these attacks and threat 

are unsecured locations which are protected, open architecture which leads to loop-holes and 

vulnerabilities [19]. Various security issues in Fog are given below: 

 

a) While fog nodes are leaving and joining the network, which makes it difficult to 

maintain security, authentication and privacy. 

b) While fog nodes are leaving the fog layer of the network it’s tough to reserve privacy 

by EU’s. 

c) Trace users with the help of cloud service provider is also difficult. 

d) Provide sufficient and strong authentication to the infrastructure is also being difficult.  

e) Fog system is facing various advanced persistent threats like botnets and ransomware 

which are inherited from IoT and cloud-based system.  

f) Fog nodes are handling data in large amount which makes it easy to compromise by 

the attackers. Many difficulties occur while asserting, integrate and to maintain 

privacy.  

g)  Various privacy issues also occur while dealing with concealing confidential data. It 

should be mandatory to hide details of sensitive data while making privacy preserving 

techniques.   

SOLUTIONS TO MAINTAIN SECURITY AND FUTURE SCOPE 
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Number of security solutions cane be taken to handle above privacy issues like firewalls, 

encryption, authentication, authorization and access control. Intrusion detection and 

prevention system can also be installed to handle different security and privacy challenges. It 

could also decrease complexity in authentication. 

 

a) Access control mechanism installation may help to facilitate authentication and 

authorization to end users and at workstations guarantied. A policy-based control has 

been proposed in Fog for protecting cooperation in between heterogenous sources.  

b) With the installation of Intrusion Detection System (IDS) all the suspicious events 

could be recognized easily, it also makes audit records of all the events which occur at 

Fog layer. All the suspicious events and attacks could be easily recognized by 

analysing network traffic. 

c) To protect user information Privacy and Encryption based techniques have been used, 

under which it makes hard to secure data for IoT, Fog and Cloud based system. For 

cloud many solutions have been offered like smart grid and wireless networks. This 

technique might be implemented for protecting data from tampering. Privacy 

techniques also need research in future to secure sensitive information and the reason 

behind this is network nodes distribution on high demand. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In given paper, an architecture of IoT, Cloud and Fog layer has been reviewed for effective 

and secure communication. The layers of given architecture generate different number of data 

sources, cloud layers used for processing, where data is computed and stored at centralised 

set of locations. Because of mobility in network the security became a biggest challenge. 

Many security challenges under Fog has been reviewed here and which possible precautions 

can be taken are also discussed. In Addition, the paper has also reviewed about existing IoT 

and Cloud open architecture under security issues. There are various security problems still 

exist which could be removed while taking future research direction and can also improve 

previous security techniques. 
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